You are invited to follow your heart and come to mystic, beautiful Kythira (Greece), a
wonderful place where you will discover and unlock the potential for beauty and
mystical experiences within yourself. Achieve oneness and the lasting joy of being
alive. Learn how to shape your existence on Mother Earth and live with greater
awareness in a sustainable and benign way.
The daily seminars will cover transformation, manifestation, altered healing status and
improved physical health (reprogramming of DNA strands), release from the feeling of
being separated, achieving total awareness /oneness/connectedness, using the power
of the mind, playfully and creatively designing a new story/history for your neurons and
cells.
This process will be assisted and supported by space commandos, elementals (nature
spirits) magnetic energy specialists, gnomes, keepers of the earth and high spiritual
allies which will all be introduced in this seminar and also united with and activated in
the soul of each individual.
The energy from the fairies and gnomes is a gift from the earth, bringing us lightness, a
joy for life and advice for a new earthly existence.
There will be enough free time to explore beautiful Kythira and to discover the natural
wonders of the island with the healing element of water (the sea) and the people that
mirror your essential nature
Scope of the seminar:
- Visits to places of special energy, newly discovered by Irina Garbini, crystal pyramids,
channeled information
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- Avalon - the journey to the real Mystics of Merlin Just us the magic there you are
- The Soul Truth and the universal Existenz Conscious spiritual connection with the
new atlantic energies
- Integration and stabilizing of specific energy portals and information
- Meditation sessions/channeling processes/healing sounds Everything is Sound
- with higher spiritual allies/intergalactic keepers of the earth, fairies and hidden folk,
earth spirits. Wisdom from the healing power of the earth
- »INNATE» The new Evolution FieldTRANSFORM the new earthakashachronic
(drawing new neurons and cells).
Bookings: mailto:irina@garbini.info Closing date 15. May 2020
Requirements for the seminar
-Spiritual openness and willingness to change.
-Willingness to engage intuitively and to share insights/experiences.
*Seminar participants should bring: a pad of paper and writing materials (pens and
pencils etc.), coloured crayons, firm cardboard to press on, a blanket.
Recording device: the course may be recorded for personal use.

*Course leader for the Kythira Seminar: Irina Maria Garbini
Irina Maria Garbini is a conscious channel for spiritual knowledge and wisdom garnered
from the universe’s highest planes. For many decades she has been holding seminars in
which, with her clarity, creativity and infectious zest for life, she communicates, among
other things, universal laws and principles, spiritual technologies, the application of
magnetism and universal healing and earth sounds. Her seminars are concerned with
transformation and the salvation (being whole) of the spiritual-human-being-personality
as expressed on earth. Completely fulfilled and looked after.

*Recommendations and early bird rebates available until 1 April 2020
Please feel free to recommend this brochure and links to others. For every new
booking you will be entitled to a reduction of CHF 50. Please inform us by email if
applicable. mailto:irina@garbini.info
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